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About This Game

When a person becomes too lazy to work, they will try to simplify even the smallest task.
Mankind invented Them - to simplify your life. Mechanoids to perform all of our mundane activities which finally completely

replaced humans in the workspace.
Creating the perfect workers turned out to be a mistake.

This mistake cost the lives of more than 80% of the colonized population on Mars. The mechanoids went out of control - they
killed everything that moved.

For some time mechanoids held on Mars planet, they have changed a lot. Now most of the planet surrounded by rocks.
Dust soars and is driven into the air . . . The mechanoids become covered with stone chips.

They begin to build their structures, their hives. The Hives transform the soil into a more useful resource for mechanoids -
stone.

With this stone, they begin to build their world.

Some of the humans from the colony survive. It's time to rise up to defeat what we have created!

Features:

Large opened Martian Colony

Extensive system of skills
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Choice of characters

Many types of weapons
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Title: The Sunset 2096
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
TheBlavas
Publisher:
TheBlavas
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: Core i3-530

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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I tried to get on a game with my friends and we could not join it allways said no servers found. it sucks. Perfect example of how
not to make a game. Controls is a disaster and the ui is the worst I have seen in any game. Graphics (not the UI) is okay, but it
isn't helping this game. Developers seems to have abandoned the discussions\/forums.

I really can't understand why this is on Steam at all. Or that this isn't even EA.

Gameplay and controls 1\/10
Graphics 5\/10

Don't buy this, as you most likely will regret it.. Your choices doesn't matter (just gives you the illusion of choice), mostly
boring and annoying characters (ex. "your" brother...)

At least the music is good.

(EP1-2-3). It's a great game if you wanna sit down for 10 minutes and just forget the world.
Theres no deep storyline to keep track of, no complicated controls to memorize etc.
Just sit down, blow up some llamas and have some fun.
My partner and I enjoyed the snot out of this last night.

A few recommendations though:
Its very hard and there is no way to regain health once you lost it. Maybe make a few different difficulty modes?
When you drop a gun and pick up a new one, theres no way to switch back to the old gun. I often pick up a new gun (which I
hate) and then I completely lost the old gun.

Overall I definitely recommend this game!. This game is fun if you just want to build a city. haHAA people discover Scoop is S
tier and then he gets a premium skin hahahah just a coincidence though haHAaahaha just like Leon's 4 skins HAaahHahaHHHa
where is Nibb's skin tho hahahaa probably just an accident hahahahaa
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I enjoy this game! It's easy to get a hang of the controls, and each bot has a different fighting style than the last. My personal
favorite, and current high score winner, is Bit.
I liked the fact that you could use the terrain to your advantage, pushing cans and other objects in the way of the oncoming
hordes. It slows them down just enough to get another heartbeat in before you fire again.
The power-ups are cool. The shield comes in super handy, as does the aerial bombard.
I haven't had a chance to give the multiplayer a try yet, but that's only a matter of time.
Conclusion: it's a fun game that is challenging, fun to look at, and will keep me coming back for more.. \u1ee7ng h\u1ed9
h\u00e0ng vi\u1ec7t th\u00f4i :D. My Youtube Let's Play:
Pt 1: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nDAjqPIW3WI
Pt 2: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q9ByiZ31sd4

I really enjoyed this one! I love point\/click adventures & games of this genre & found the artwork, audio, & writing to be very
entertaining. It is definitely worth it if you havent seen full playthroughs & want to enjoy a cool funny adventure for yourself.

I did find it hard to progress through the game since some of the items are not hinted well enough, & took me a couple of hours
to figure out on my own without looking online for help, as you can see in my Let's Play Links above.

Emjoyed it, recommend it, appreciate you developing it!!!. Mods bundled together and sold without even acknowledging the
original creators.. Do you like being asked questions without getting all the information, then being punished for your answer?
That's what this game is.
It'll ask "Red or blue", and you pick one, and then it'll say "ha, sorry that was wrong, here's
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665item instead of something cool. No you can't know what the correct answer was. No
you can't know what the cool prize was. You have to replay 30-60 minutes of cutscenes to find out."

Also, the upgrade system is so convoluted and bad that you should use a guide just to level up, lest you get punished for making
the wrong choice.

So if you like being punished for making choices which you aren't given all the data for, then this is the game for you.
Also, the characters suck, and the story is a time travel idiotic mess. It's somehow worse than XIII's story.. So many video i have
got from play claws but now the menu will not come up on my games! is their some sort of way i can press f12 and it will video
again?with out the menu on the side ctrl L home does not bring it up in the game and does not disappear again if i hit them
again.WATCH OUT FOR UPDATES THAT JUST WILL NOT WORK AGAIN. maybe i missed some thing again it said after
the update.. Swiftly tells an exciting story with a deep message and a surprising twist at the end: you buy a game for 0.49\u20ac,
and it turns out to not be good.

It's not as obvious as it might seem, though. I got Super Meat Boy for 0.69\u20ac and it has since become a proof to me that
"cheap" doesn't have to mean "bad". Even if SMB's case remains an exception more than a rule, I refuse to treat uncostly games any
differently from all the other ones. I expect, at worst, a fun distraction that lasts way too short, or something of this sort.

Swiftly, in any case, is a non-descript, generic game in the hardcore-platformer-with-minimalist-aesthetics genre. It has no story,
worldbuilding or joke to it. What you see on the screenshots \u2014 black square, spiky wheels etc. \u2014 is all you get. It's super
basic, and nothing changes during the game either; no new mechanic appears, even the background and the music remain the same
throughout. (In fact, the single music track is looped, and there are no other sounds.)

If there's one distinctive element to Swiftly \u2014 and maybe the one thing that could have saved it somehow \u2014 it's the focus
on physics. I should, however, put "focus" in quotes here because it really only is lip service. While the game makes the notions of
having some very physics-y stuff in it (e.g. you "add force" by pressing move buttons, according to the help text), there isn't any
actually to be found. What's more, you shouldn't even expect the most basic physics to behave correctly. Some of the things that
happened to me when playing Swiftly:

I strafed in the air.

I jumped in the air. But I think it only works when you're falling.

I jumped in the air when hitting a bouncy platform and got rocketed into the sky.
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I also got sent into the sky because I moved between two different-colored segments on a platform.

I got stuck to the ground.

I got locked in between two blocks with no way to restart from a checkpoint. (In fact, there is no pause menu; you just exit to the
main one.)

And many, many more surprising situations. Or, as one might call them, bugs.

To make things better, the game explicitly includes wall jumping which I guess was added just 'cause it's cool \u2014 so much for
the "scientific approach".

For what it's worth, Swiftly is relatively challenging, so at least one of its claims is true. (Although maybe I should say, relatively
unchallenging, since while it was somewhat hard at certain points, the game doesn't come close to the difficulty of VVVVVV or 
SMB, or many other titles.) At least it is short, so you won't suffer too much if you do buy it (took me 2.8 hours to beat). I can't
recommend getting it, though.. We always keep minority spirit.
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